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Troops in tin hats
,

their bush shirts soaked with perspiration,
shook their heads as they looked up ahead where the trail could be

seen still winding upward*

private hill Massey of Brockville, Ont,, said there is cold

mountain spring water up near the peak which is almost reward

enough for the climb under the blazing sun, Massey was carrying
rations with a party that included Privates' Lawrence Broom,
Clarence Laviolette, both of Cornwall, Ont,, private Robert Cordon

Deline, Trenton, Ont,, said the tough march was his celebration of

his fourth anniversary in the army*

Groups such as that -were the only way of supplying the forward

troops in the early stages of the advance. Men climbed up the

trails behind the troops with rations and ammunition, making ‘several

trips daily.

Mule trains formed a food and supply link between the troops

in the hills and the trucks -which had travelled as far as the narrow

entrances to trails which are impassable to anything on wheels. As

they moved in pursuit of the Germans the infantry did not wait for

the 'disembarkation of there transport some of which followed the

engineering equipment ashore.

Their long single files a precaution against enemy aircraft,
-which from true to time attempted sneak raids on the beach. They

saw one small formation of Macchis, 'which bear some resemblance to

Spitfires, racing inland on Saturday from the beach followed by a

checker board of flak bursts and a swarm of real Spitfires,

Forward troops marching partly on roads and partly cross

country, encountered their"first opposition in the advance but

are going forward steadily, and Italian troops are surrendering

all along the way. As far as the Italians are concerned it is a

repetition of Sicily, and a common sight is a couple of dozen
Italian soldiers smiling happily and waving to the invaders as they

march to the rear under a guard of only one or two Canadians.

Canadians trek up the crooked rockt trails, fit only for goats.

This is also a repetition of some of the’ Sicilian campaigning,

We went up one trail, mounting endlessly, "with the Canadian

sweatin' - under the weight of their packs*

Private Allan Courtney, of Montreal, resting against a rock

lodge, remarked: "We should have put in an escalator hero"*
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